
The UHT pleated cartridge is a new concept in baghouse filter 
elements, capable of operating at peak temperatures up 
to 250°C / 482°F showing significant improvements in 
baghouse capacity and filter performance, compared to the 
standard filter bag systems.

Current baghouses running continuously at 230° C / 446° F 
can now be upgraded to UHT-Pleated Bag System without 
any modifications being required to the tube sheet.

A simple retrofitting of the operating filter bags can be done 
easily, and the bag house system is equipped with twice as 
much filter cloth compared to when utilizing normal bag 
system.
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UHT-Pleated Bag System
Made for the harsh environment of your dust collector
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Cost effective
Lower maintenance
& operating costs

Pleat system
provides 2x more

filtration area

Retrofit
Easy to optimize
in the existent

baghouse

Temperature 
 Working: 230°C / 446°F 

Peak: 250°C / 482°F



> High durable Pleated Bag System

> 100% metal top and bottom cap design with integrated locking function for
non-detachment

> Specialized HD Glue (High Dynamic Glue) providing a strong and stable
hold within the entire cartridge construction

> Outer metal bandings to ensure stability of the pleat pack

> Heavy duty filter media crafted in Germany, ensures high durability and 
prolonged lifetime.
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Structure Characteristics
The most effective solution designed for the
heavy-duty industries

The unique design features of the UHT-Pleated Bag are to be found in the high 
durable heavy-duty components utilized within crafting of the product, creating a 
filter capable to take over the most difficult challenges ensuring high durability and 
prolonged lifetime.

The UHT-Pleated Bag system can be presented as:
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Top cap Metal banding Bottom cap
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Media Performance
Structure that ensures temperature stability 
for a wide range of operating conditions

Service temperatures
The cartridge construction ensures a stable and durable performance for a wide 
range of applications.

The average temperatures within the given application is required to be seen in 
relation to the composition of the dust as well as the environment to relay on the 
expected service life.

Chemical resistance
The UHT media fibers can be used in a wide range of chemical environments. 
Due to its chemical composition the UHT media fibers are a preferred material 
in dry filtration processes.

Industries recommendations
Primarily focusing on the Cement industries, Waste to Energy, Incinerators and 
Metallurgical industries where UHT is capable to deal with different 
compositions of flue gases, and high temperatures.
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Polyester PPS Aramid UHT

Continuous Temp. C/F 120 / 240 160 / 320 160 / 320 230 / 446

Peak Temp. C/F 135 / 275 180 / 356 180 / 356 250 / 482

Moist Heat - Hydrolysis * *** * **

Alkalis ** ** * ***

Acids *** **** * ***

Oxigen >15% **** * **** ****

Filter efficiency **** *** *** ****

* Fair ** Good *** Very good **** Excellent
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